
 

 

 
 

MOBILE UTLITY DISH CART 
- STAINLESS STEEL         - RAISED WORK HEIGHT 

- HEAVY DUTY          - UNHEATED 

- SINGLE COMPARTMENT        - FRONT SHIELD 
 

Model Series: UDCR-S* 
 

APPLICATION:  
-Storage of all shapes and sizes of dishware 

-Transportation between dish-room and service points 
 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
-Stainless steel; Type 304 

-“Heliarc” and spot-welded construction 

-Ergonomic raised working height to eliminate bending 

-Solid stainless steel on all sides except front 

-Dish compartment mounted on heavy gauge tubular frame assembly 

-Tilted dish compartment for safe transportation 

-Drainage slots at rear of dish compartment 

-Lower shelf with sanitary no-drip edge 

-Slide in front shield with provision to hang on rear of unit when not in use 

-Front shield is white “sanalite” 

-Includes 2 adjustable dish dividers as standard 

-Dividers adjustable at 1 ¼” centres 

-Integral style push handle each end  

-Wrap-around bumper with internal s/s core for strength and durability 

-Corner bumpers at bottom of dish compartment 

-4 > 5” swivel, non-marking casters with 4 side brakes 
 

OPTIONAL FEATURES [1]: 
-VH - Ergonomic style push handles 

-PH - Extended push handle (adds 2½” [64mm] to length per handle)  

-CB - Corner bumpers 

-DB - Donut bumpers 

-AD - Additional adjustable dish dividers 

-Stainless steel front shield 

-Remove (*) from model code for non-NSF models 
 

MODEL 
OVERALL DIM. STORAGE DIM. SHELF 

WORKING 
HEIGHT 

SHIPPING 
WEIGHT APP DEPTH LENGTH DEPTH LENGTH HEIGHT 

UDCR-S-1226* 18" - 457mm 29" - 737mm 12" - 305mm 26" - 660mm 20" - 508mm 28" - 711mm 110lb - 50kg 

UDCR-S-1732* 23" - 584mm 35" - 889mm 17" - 432mm 32" - 813mm 20" - 508mm 28" - 711mm 120lb - 55kg 

UDCR-S-1833* 24" - 610mm 36" - 914mm 18" - 457mm 33" - 838mm 20" - 508mm 28" - 711mm 125lb - 57kg 

UDCR-S-2024* 26" - 660mm 27" - 686mm 20" - 508mm 24" - 610mm 20" - 508mm 28" - 711mm 135lb - 61kg 

UDCR-S-2028* 26" - 660mm 31" - 787mm 20" - 508mm 28" - 711mm 20" - 508mm 28" - 711mm 140lb - 64kg 

Above dimensions include bumper and integral style handle. 

Changes available to suit customer’s requirements.  
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